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Natural Buttock Augmentation-Brazilian Butt lift in New York, Manhattan

Manhattan Surgical Care - Dr. Basil Pakeman offers the Brazilian Butt Lift which can greatly enhance
your buttock to give a natural feel and more sensual look without the usual signs of surgery by using your
own fat cells.

Sept. 5, 2009 - PRLog -- Buttock enhancement is often accomplished primarily by buttock implants or fat
transfer.
The Brazilian Butt Lift uses your body fat from areas of excess for transplantation into the buttock area for
butt enhancement. Brazilian Butt Lift method results in the most natural and sensual look for the buttock
area. With the Brazilian Butt Lift (fat transfer or fat injection method), you not only get a more shapely
buttock, but in addition, a leaner waist and flatter belly. The Butt Lift produces the most attractive and
natural profile. Butt implants are frequently recommended for individuals with very low body fat where
there would insufficient fat for transplant. http://www.nycsurgical.com/brazilian_buttlift.html

Women and men who are feeling unsatisfied with the size and shape of their buttocks can attain a balanced
beautiful body with an equally shapely and proportion sized backside with the Brazilian Butt Lift. Fat
injections create a more attractive curvaceous derriere with less down time than butt implants. Many
women often have breast augmentation and may neglect to consider overall balance of the body. A buttock
that is flat, droopy or uneven can be augmented with a Butt Lift to create a more full and rounded booty
enhancing overall balance.

Benefits of the  Brazilian Butt Lift vs Buttock Implant
•   More natural, attractive and curvaceous silhouette 
•   Smaller incisions 
•   Shorter recovery time 
•   Additional body sculpting/liposuction
•   No chance of rejection 

Weight gain or loss, aging, pregnancies, and genetics can all have a negative affect on one’s rear end. With
the Brazilian Butt lift, your own fat cells from unwanted areas of your (body, abdomen, hips, back or thigh)
are liposuctioned and reinjected into the buttocks creating more rounded curvaceous rear end. The ideal
Candidates for the Brazilian Butt lift should be healthy with sufficient amount of fat for liposuction. The
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greatest advantage of the Brazilian Butt Lift is that in addition to buttocks enhancement, you will also have
liposuction to other area of the body, a two for one benefit. 
http://www.nycsurgical.com/brazilian_buttlift.html 

Downtime for the Brazilian Butt Lift is about five days for most with minimal postoperative discomfort.
Brazilian Butt Lift patients are back to work quicker than butt implant patients with the ability to sit and
lay. The Butt lift rejuvenates and creates a very natural look and feel just the way Mother Nature intended,
“Bootylicious” derriere.

Dr. Pakeman is one of the few practices in New York City that specializes in the Brazilian Butt lift as a
minimally invasive surgery. Dr. Pakeman is an accomplished and talented surgeon based on the Upper East
Side of Manhattan. If you are interested in this procedure, contact Dr. Basil Pakeman (Manhattan Surgical
Care) at 212 308 1566 or visit http://www.nycsurgical.com.

Pre-consultation by telephone

You can also schedule a telephone consultation (212 308 1566) with Dr. Pakeman. The telephone
consultation is the ideal solution for patients who find it difficult to travel.  Dr Pakeman will review your
photographs and discuss surgery with you. This pre-consultation is to determine if you are a good
candidate. The phone consult does not substitute for the regular consult, but it will pre-qualify you for the
surgery. This is especially important for out of town patients

--- End ---
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